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.th\trcrct: Let M be a compact Kahler manifold and P a principal circle bundle over M with a connection. We 
can define a metric on P by horizontal lifting of the metric from M. We will prove that M is a product of compact 
Kahler-Einstein manifolds with positive first Chern classes and the Euler class of P is determined by the tirst 
Chern classes of the Klhler-Einstein manifolds in the base M as described by M.1’. Wang and W. Ziller in 1990 
if f’ is Einstein and the curvature form of the connection is of type I I. I). 
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1. Introduction 
If a connection is fixed on a principal circle bundle P over a Riemannian manifold M, a 
Riemannian metric will be uniquely determined on P by specifying a metric on fibres which is 
invariant under the circle action. Certain kinds of such metrics can be Einstein according to the 
construction in [5], when A4 is a product of Kahler-Einstein manifolds. 
In fact, let M,, i = 1. 2, . . . , m, be Kahler-Einstein manifolds with cl (M,) > 0. We can 
write cl (M;) I= qiu;, or equivalently, [pi] = 2nqia;, where (;Y[ E H’(Mi. Z) are indivisible. 
(1, are positive integers and p; are Ricci forms of Mi. Let Zi : MI x Ml x . x M,,, + M, 
t-x: projection. Then for given integers b; not all 0, C(h;/q,)p; is the curvature form of some 
connection on the principal circle bundle over B = Ml x MI x . x M,,, classified by the Euler 
class e(P) = Ch;nTcy; E H2(B, Z). By homethetic changes of metrics on M, if necessary, 
some Einstein metric on the total space can be constructed. 
This paper is to present uniqueness of their construction in a larger class of circle bundles ovel 
compact Kahler manifolds. 
Theorem 1. [f M is LE compact Kiihler manifold, P, a principal circle bundle over M equipped 
\l.ith (I metric induced hi u connection, is Einstein, and the curL>uture ,form of’ the conncctiorz m 
I’ is oj type ( 1, l), then M is a product of Kiihler--Einstein manifolds and P lies mmt~g rhow 
c~onstructed in [5]. In particular, the Euler class qf P is of the aho\!e,fot-m. 
The assumption that M is Kahlerian is crucial. For otherwise, there are examples of Einstein 
metrics on principal circle bundles in which the bases are not products of Einstein manifolds (4 1, 
Theorem 1 is the consequence of the following two propositions 
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Proposition 1. Under the assumption of the Theorem, TM decomposes globally as orthogonal 
sum of eigenspaces of the Ricci curvature of M. All eigenvalues of the Ricci curvature of M are 
constants. Any sum of the eigenspaces i  integrable and invariant under J, the complex structure. 
Proposition 2. Suppose M is a compact Kahler manifold with positive Ricci curvature and TM 
is orthogonal sum of two foliations both of which are invariant under J. Then M has a de Rham 
decomposition by the foliations. 
The second proposition says that each of the foliations has isometric leaves and that M is 
isometric to the Riemannian product of a leaf from each foliation. 
Proposition 1 can be proved through careful calculation applying harmonicity of Ricci form 
of M and Einstein condition of P repeatedly, while Proposition 2, which suggests rigidity of 
Kahlerian condition together with positivity of Ricci curvature, is derived by means of Bochner’s 
technique on leaves which turn out to be all compact and all simply-connected. Unless additional 
conditions that can lead to triviality of holonomy of all leaves are imposed, there is no counterpart 
of the latter for compact Riemannian manifolds, even, for instance, in the case that all leaves of 
both foliations are compact and that one is lower dimensional, or in the case that both foliations 
are Riemannian with all leaves compact. 
The theorem follows once the above two propositions are established. In fact, (2) and (3) to- 
gether with them ensure that M is a product of compact Kahler-Einstein manifolds with positive 
first Chem classes and that the curvature form of the principal circle bundle is a linear combi- 
nation of the K%hler forms of the K;ihler-Einstein manifolds in the base. Therefore, the Euler 
class of the principal circle bundle, which can be represented by the curvature form, will be the 
homology class of a linear combination of the Ricci forms of the KShler-Einstein manifolds in 
the base. We know that the Euler class lies in 2nH*(M, Z) and that the Ricci forms of K?ihler- 
Einstein manifolds with positive first Chem classes are related to their integral second homology 
groups as described before. Thus we see the principal circle bundle falls within those constructed 
in [5]. 
2. Facts and notation 
Fixing a connection 8 on a circle bundle n : P -+ M and the standard metric on S’, we can 
define a metric on P by 
(U, V) = (n*un, n*(V)) + P(U), @W))Sl 
where U, V are vectors on P, and w by 
w(X, f) = f([f, 21, N) 
where 2, ? are horizontal vector fields on P and N is the unit vector field along the fibres. Thus, 
o is i of the curvature form [ 11. 
We will treat w as a closed 2-form on M. Then the conditions for P to be Einstein become 
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those on M as follows [l]: 
o is a harmonic 2-form, (1) 
(~1’ is constant on M, (2) 
Ric(X, Y) = ]o12(X, Y) + 2(@(X), o(Y)). (3, 
The requirement hat o be of type (1, 1) ensures that the associated tensor S, defined by 
S(X, Y) = w(X, JY) 
is symmetric and of type (1, 1) as well. It follows that S will be a diagonal matrix under a local 
orthonormal basis which is invariant under J up to signs. 
Such local basis will be denoted by {eA} (sometimes by {e A) JeA } if otherwise stated). Then,, 
for e,A , eB in the basis, 
W(f?A, JeB) = 0 if eA # es. (4‘) 
The following notation will also be used 
wAti = w(eA, JeB), 
PAL7 = - c iKA,Cc, 
C 
where KABcc = K(eA, eBt eC, Jet), 
h& = (V&By eA), 
hi, = (v&B, JeA), 
etc. 
The covariant derivative is written as 
i.e., 
OABC = eC(@AB) - c WATh& - xWTBhzc. 
T 1’ 
We know from the relation between exterior differentiation and covariant derivative that w is 
closed if and only if 
OABC + WBCA + @CAB = 0. 
We rewrite (1) and (3) as 
@ABC + WBCA + @CAB = 0, 
c OABB = 0, 
B 
PAB = kd2sAj + 2~wACwfiC. 
C 
(3 
(6) 
(7) 
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Note that M is of constant scalar curvature as a consequence of (2) and (3) [I], and -p is the 
Ricci form. Therefore p is harmonic. So 
0 = PABC + PBCA + PCAB 
= qc 
D 
WADU,,), + 2(x Wt3D@CD)A + 2(x mCDW,iD)B 
D D 
= 2x @ADCWjD + 2x WADwjDC + 2c wBDAm,D 
D D 
+ 2 c WBD~CDA + 2 c (%‘DBwjD+2 Dx @CDwiDB 
D D D 
= 2 c (~JBD(WCDA + WA&Y) + 2 c wAD(ajjDC + @CfiB) 
D D 
+ 2 c wCD(wiDB + @BOA) 
D 
= 2 c mBD(--oCfi~ - @,AC) + 2 c wAD(-mBfiC - WfiCB) 
D D 
D 
= 2 c WBDWACfi + 2 c ~AD@CB~~ + 2 c ~CD~BA,~ 
D D D 
i.e., 
x(rr,H~U~cfi + UADmCBfi + %‘Dw~~b) = O. 
D 
And 
0 = + c PABB = c (mACWkC)~ 
B B,C 
= c w&+ACB + c WACWjCB 
B.C B.C 
= C O,CWACLI + C W.~CWCBB 
B.C B.C 
=c wjCwACk3 v 
B,C 
i.e., 
c WficWAcB = 0. 
B.c 
(9) 
In deriving (8) and (9), we omitted the first term on the right hand side of (7) because it is the 
Kahler form up to a constant. And we repeatedly applied (5), (6) and the condition that o is of 
type (1, 1). 
We see from (3) or (7) that Ricci curvature is in the diagonal form under a local basis satisfying 
(4). To justify the global decomposition in Proposition 1, we have only to show that S has constant 
eigenvalues, or equivalently, w has constant entries. This claim, together with the integrability 
conditions in Proposition 1, is proved simultaneously in the following three lemmas by elaborating 
the above established equalities (l)-(9). 
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3. Proof of Proposition 1 
Lemma 1. In local sense. any eigenspace of S, the symmetric tensor associated tow, is integrable. 
Atld its eigenvalue is constant along the normal directions qf the corresponding eigenspace. 
In other words, given eA, JeA, eE, JeB, ec, Jet in a local basis satisfying (4) such that 
~- 
w,\*\ - WtIB? wAi # wee then 
ec(‘wA/i) = (Jec)(wAA) = 0 
and 
h’ _ /,C 
AB - RA. 
The last equality holds if we change A to A, B to B, or C to c. 
Proof. Let eB = Jen in (8) and use (4) 
0 =: WA;rWA(,1 - OniWciA + wc(-O’Ajc 
=0J cCW4Ac - WA.i(WAC,i + +,iA) 
1 [WCC. - wAilwAAC by (5). 
SO 
wA,,iC - - 0. 
ix., e(-(w,,) -= 0. Similarly, 
And 
(Jrc)(w,,/i) = 0. 
OAC,j + WCjA = -wAAc = 0 
Note that 
-hA- --w- hC_ =w 
@AC/i = -“,4A CA CC AA 
mhc:_ -w.-,$“_ 
AA AA CC AA 
and that 
WC.,jA = -@AA CA -hA - wcch;, = ti~~~h;, - wcch’;,. 
We find [o,~, - w cc](h& + hzA) = 0, i.e., 
h2j + hzA = 0 or hzn = hzA. 
Similarly 
hzA + h$,4 = 0 or h:n = hEi,. 
Suppose eA # e8. Then by (8) 
0 z= -_o BB ‘W ACB - WA,iWCBA - W(,CufIAC 
z wAj[-mACB - ~CBAl - WC$L’BAC since wAi = oBj 
:= (QJ,, - wC~>~SAC by (5). 
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WBAC = 0, 
OACB + OCBA = 0, 
= 
i.e., 
GA 
Similarly 
-h” 
-@AA CB - wcChiB 
_hC 
-wCC BA - OBBh:, 
WAih(jB - OAdhiA - wcchgA + WCch$B 
@A.&A - WAAh$, + q..(hF;, - hgA) 
IwA, - @C#‘& - h;,], 
1 hC AB’ 
hiA = hzB 
etc. 0 
Lemma 2. Any eigenvalue of S is constant along its eigenspace. 
Equivalently, if eA, JeA, eB, JeB are in a local basis satisfying (4), and if wAj = oB~, then 
eBhA,d = (JeB)(@Aj) = 0. 
Proof. We choose a basis {eB, ./eB} satisfying (4) with B ranging from 1 to the complex dimen- 
sion of M. Then (9) becomes 
or 
c mBB(mABB + WA&$) = 0. 
B 
If wan = oBb and B # A, then 
_h” 
OABB = --mAA BB - WBBh,BB = -WAAhgB + mBBh;, = 0 
and 
WAjfi = -wAa_h& - WB&h,Bj = -mAAh;, + mBBh& = 0. 
IfW/,,j # WBB, 
A 
OABB + OAjij = -W.&B, - w&B AB - @AA BB h’ -h4 _ _ WBBh,BB 
= -WA,-(hi, + h&) + mBB(h;, - h$,) 
= -W,A(h& - hi,) + WBB (hiB - h$,) = 0 by Lemma 1. 
Substituting the above discussion into (lo), we have WAjtiAA,j = 0, i.e., 
(10) 
i(JeA>[(@A,d2] = 0. 
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Similarly 
Lemma 3. The sum qf any two eigenspaces of S is integrable. 
Proof. Choosing the same basis as in Lemma 2, we need only to prove that, if 
then 
and the last equality still holds if we change A to 2, B to B or C to c. 
By O), 
o=w ABC + W~C~+WZ'~~ 
=-_w Aah;, - wBoh;C - w s8h;A - uCChgA - ucchzB - WiAh;B 
= wAA[hlB - h$] + uBfi[h;C - h&,] + qp[h;, - h”d& 
i.e., 
WA,j[h& - h$] + WBb[h;c - @A] + w&h;, - h;,] = 0 
BY (81, 
0 = -WBBWACS - OAAOCBA + OC~WBAC 
(11) 
i.e.. 
wBbwCdh& - h$] + qcwAii[h$ -- hzA] + WAAWBj[h;B - h&J = 0. (12) 
(13) 
Since 
det 
WAA WBB WC, 
@Bt?CC WCCWA..i @A.iWBii 
1 1 1 
= (WA A - wBB)(“Bb - wCc>(wCc - wA/i) # o 
then h& - h$, hfi. - hEA, hzB - hgA whicharevariablesinlinearsystem (ll), (12), (13), 
must all be zero. 0 
Combining the above three lemmas together with (3) or (7) confirms that the eigenvalues of 
Ricci curvature are all constant locally. And a topological argument about closed set and open set 
yields Proposition 1. 
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Note that 
4. Proof of Proposition 2 
We divided the proof of Proposition 2 into four steps. 
Step 1. Under condition of Proposition 2, the integral submanifolds of the foliations are all 
compact and simply-connected. 
Proof. We want to show that any leaf of a foliation is a complete Kahler manifold with positive 
Ricci curvature bounded below by a positive number. 
Since M is compact, any open covering of M compatible with the foliation has a finite sub- 
covering. Similar to the proof that a compact Riemannian manifold is complete, we see all leaves 
are complete. On the other hand, each leaf is Kalrlerian with the induced Kahler structure. If we 
know that the Ricci curvature of any leaf is bounded below by a positive number, we can see by 
Myers’ theorem that the leaves are all compact and by Kobayashi’s Theorem [3] that the leaves 
are also all simply-connected. So there remains only to show that the Ricci curvature of any leaf is 
bounded below by a positive number to complete the proof. We will deduce the required equality 
(18) as follows: 
Suppose P and Q are foliations whose sum is the tangent bundle TM, and suppose a local 
basis of P is represented by {ei, Jei} and that of Q by {e,, Je,). We will use i, j, k, t, etc. to 
denote vector fields on P and a, b, c, etc. to denote those on Q. 
Regard hyj as a Q-valued symmetric tensor on P. Its covariant derivative along Q is defined 
hyjb = eb(hyj) --c (h”,h:,+hTjhfb) -c (h~Ih~,+h~Fh~~) -c (hijh&+hfjhi,). 
t t c 
We mention several equalities such as 
hyj + hFj = 0, hyja + hyYO = 0, etc. (14) 
Einstein metric.\ 3X.5 
= C (k:), + kfj,) - 2 x (kT;ky; + kT;kp,) - 2 C (k:,,kL,, + k:,,,ki,,). 
N t.a cr.h 
On the other hand 
= c (k;;,, + k;yz) - 2 c (k;;k::_ + k;;k:‘;) - 2 x (k;lbk:,, + k;,,k;,). 
I, t.u a.h 
And the left hand side terms are equal in the above two equalities. So 
By ( 14) 
c (kyj, + kfj,) = 0, (15) 
C (K<li,,, + Kz,z]) = -2 C (k:ikTj + ky;‘lTi) - 2 C (kfl,,kL, + ‘~l,k~,). (16) 
I, f.N 0.h 
C (Ktttj + KR;j) = Ric;j - C (Koiaj + KNi<j). (17) 
I u 
Let Ric’ be Ricci curvature of the leaves of P and apply Gauss Equation to submanifolds. We 
find 
Ricf; = C (K,itj + KTiFj) - 2 C (kF;k:: + k~Fk~7). 
I t 
Substituting (16) and (17) into (18) 
Ric,; = Ric;; +2 c (kiL,kj,, + k&kih) (19) 
‘1.h 
We conclude that each leaf of P is of positive Ricci curvature with a positive lower bound by 
(19) and thus finish the proof. 0 
We will call a vector field in Q leaf-preserving for P if the local diffeomorphism generated by 
its flow maps any piece of a leaf of P into another wherever it is defined. 
Step 2. !ft = Co(k, + &iJe,) ’ d J; d 1s e ne around a leaf L qf P and is leqf-preserviqq,for P, 
then 6 lies in the kernel qf the second fundamental form of Q along L. 
Proof. We will apply Bochner’s technique to I< I2 on L. 
That t is leaf-preserving means that [$, ei] and [$, Jei] are both vector fields in P. The covariant 
derivative of < along P is 
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Then we find 
We have only to show that toi = 0 to finish the argument. 
Think of eai as a Q-valued l-form on P and its covariant derivative along P is 
Gzij = ej(b) - C ($ath:j +t,ihij) - C ({bihij + ~i;ih~j). t b 
The laplacian of i 16 I2 (with positive sign) on the leaf L is 
(20) 
(21) 
By (20) and the dual of (15), i.e., 
c (hdbi + hhb7) = 0 
i 
we find 
n,i 
Similarly, 
By (20) again, (21) becomes 
AL(~I~I”) = 2x [(tai)* + (<zi)2 + (<OF)* + (CRY)*]. 
a,i 
All terms on the right hand side of the above equality must be zero since L is compact. 
Step 3. Leaves of P and Q are all totally geodesic, 
Proof. We know that all leaves of P are compact and simply-connected. By Local Stability 
Theorem of compact leaves of foliations (see [2] for reference), for any leaf L of P, there exists 
an open set containing L which is the union of some leaves of P and which is diffeomorphic to 
L x D with D an open set in Rdim Q such that any leaf in U corresponds to a level set in L x D. 
Then we can construct a set of linearly independent leaf-preserving vector fields for P on U. And 
the number of the vector fields is equal to the dimension of Q. They all lie in the kernel of the 
second fundamental form of Q by Step 2. Then Q is totally geodesic. So is P. 
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Step 4. M has a de Rham decomposition by P and Q 
Proof. Let < and 17 be leaf-preserving vector fields for P. Then by (20) and Step 3, &i = I],; = 0. 
So for any vector field X in P 
X(E9 rl)) = 0. 02) 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that a leaf-preserving vector field multiplied by a function 
constant along any leaf is also leaf-preserving. We conclude from this fact and (22) that we can 
find a leaf-preserving orthonormal basis for Q around any leaf L of P from the set of linearly 
independent leaf-preserving vector fields given in Step 3. The same argument holds if we alternate 
P and Q. In summary, we have local orthonormal bases {Vi} for P and (u,} for Q such that Eli is 
leaf-preserving for Q and v, is for P. Then 
[Vu. Vi] = 0. 
Since P and Q are both totally geodesic, 
V,jU Z’i = 0, v, v, = 0. 
This implies that A4 has a de Rham decomposition by P and Q in Kahler version. 
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